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So Koontz, why in the world 
would you do this?

The industrial organization of 
agriculture is probably the 
most important issue of our 
time.



USDA & Department of Justice 
will hold “Competition Workshops”
in 2010 – Iowa, Alabama, 
Wisconsin, Colorado (Fort 
Collins), and Washington DC.

My opinion is that it would be 
good to impact the who are the 
speakers and discussants.

My opinion is that it would be 
good to hear summaries of 
concentration & competition 
research & science.  It would also 
be good to hear summaries of 
case law & legal realities.

I have also been suggested as a 
name to participate on the panel.

Released in June 2009.

The email that accompanied this 
working paper states that the 
paper is a “publication.”

This work is not subject to peer-
review or criticism.  So it is not 
science.  It is an opinion piece.

It does not refer to any of the 
large body of research on the 
concentration issue.  For 
example, no mention of the 2007 
LMMS or 1996 Concentration 
Study.



Excerpts from the document include email:
“… a disconnect between cattle prices and beef price.”
“… an increasing spread between ranch gate prices and wholesale 
prices, as well as ranch gate prices and retail prices.”

Not science…

The Johnson Amendment to the 
Farm Bill was a long time ago but it 
lives…

The most recent version is Senate 
Bill 1086: Livestock Marketing 
Fairness Act.



The Johnson Amendment to the 
Farm Bill was a long time ago but it 
lives…

The most recent version is Senate 
Bill 1086: Livestock Marketing 
Fairness Act.

My opinion is that this is an in-effect 
prohibition of AMAs.

Plus, it was so much fun last 
time…

But I don’t want to come 
across as academic…

I also don’t believe that 
rhetoric is the most important 
thing.  Science and objectivity 
are.



Motivation Summary

• Concentration and Market Power are a long standing 
concern of the agricultural economics research 
community and are well-researched topics – especially 
with respect to livestock and meatpacking.

• As with most research, it changes over time and is 
widely dispersed through various journals.

• Literature reviews in the 1996 & 2007 studies…
• Organized as

– Structure-Conduct-Performance Research
– New Empirical Industrial Organization Research
– Cost Economies Research
– Captive Supplies Research

Interesting Quotes in 1940’s Research

Nicholls (1940) states, “Only after considerable further 
investigation will we know whether or not reform in the 
packing industry is necessary.  It is conceivable that such 
monopoly elements as exist yield desirable results.  A less 
extreme possibility is that results are undesirable but not 
sufficiently bad to bother about.”

Nicholls, W.H.  “Market-Sharing in the Packing Industry.”
Journal of Political Economy 22(1940): 225-240.

I think the “considerable further investigation” has occurred.  
And that we know the answer.



Structure-Conduct-Performance Research

• Began in the 1960s & 1970s and was truly innovative 
and interesting.

• Performance is easy to observe, Conduct is not, and 
Structure is easy to observe and allows certain Conduct 
– so the approach infers conduct from relationships 
between structure and performance measures.

• Some well-known results:
– Lower prices to producers and higher prices to 

consumers in more concentrated industries.
– Higher margins in more concentrated industries.

Structure-Conduct-Performance Research

• Prices are lower in less important cattle feeding regions 
with higher concentration.

• Higher concentration mainly has no impact on margins 
but periodically is associated with higher cattle prices 
and smaller margins.

• Higher concentration did not weaken the farm to retail 
price linkages.

• Fed cattle transaction price research:
– Higher prices with more buyers and more bidding.
– Industry structure impacts price but market forces and 

packer economics are much more important.
• Results do not generalize…



New Empirical Industrial Organization Research

• Began in the 1980s and was the industry standard in the 
1990s.

• Addresses specific weaknesses of SCP Research –
measures conduct as described by economic theory.

• Also truly innovative in the linking of economic concepts 
to the measurement through data and methods.

• But tough to explain – only economists would like it.

Being a monopolist is not illegal 
but acting like one is.

Competitive industries marginal 
cost price and monopolies have 
the ability to not – price can be 
above marginal costs.



NEIO method involves estimating 
supply functions (and implied marginal 
cost functions) and demand functions 
(and implied market prices).

Measuring the wedge market price 
and the marginal relationship.

Determining where on the continuum 
between competition and monopsony
the industry lands.

And a lot of things can go wrong but 
this is where the economist makes 
their money…

Summary of NEIO Research

Significant and 
Problematic 

Market Power

Significant and 
Modest

Market Power

Insignificant 
Market Power

It is a reasonable conclusion that there is significant but 
modest market power in the beef packing industry.



Cost Economies Research

• So if it’s not market power that is driving the increases in 
concentration then what is it?

• Economies of size – and to a lesser extent scale and 
scope…
– Economic engineering studies
– Accounting studies
– Econometric studies using firm, industry, & census 

data.
– Survey research

• Every study that examines costs economies in the 
packing industry finds this result.

Average Slaughter and Fabrication Costs Per 
Head for the “Representative Plant”

1.7 million head per year plant is 5% more 
efficient than a 1.3 million head plant and 12% 
more efficient than a 950 thousand head plant.



Cost Economies Research

• Any discussion of the problems of concentration without 
recognizing this well-documented benefit is dishonest.

• There is a need to assess the costs – market power and 
coercion – and the benefits – lower costs and expanded 
industry size.

• All studies that measure the costs & benefits find net 
benefits to industry change that has occurred – the 
benefits are orders of magnitude larger than costs.

• There is also a problem in NEIO Research in that not all 
studies recognize economies of size – economies of size 
can cause departures from marginal cost pricing that 
look like market power.

Captive Supply Research

• Much concentration legislation is focused on prohibiting 
captive supplies.

• Very well studied:
– 1996 Concentration Study (Red Books)

• 13-Month study period: 4/1992-4/1993 with transactions for 
every pen of animals traded in the country.

– 2007 Livestock & Meat Marketing Study
• 30-Month study period: 10/2002-3/2005 with transactions for 

every pen of animals traded in the country.

• Both studies Congressionally mandated and funded.
• Strategic behavior by packers in the use of captive 

supplies was hard to find.



Captive Supply Research

• Conclusion: captive supplies have a significant and 
negative impact on cash market prices but the 
magnitude is modest.

• Other research says eliminating captive supplies will not 
necessarily increase the cash price by the amount of the 
negative impact.

• Other research recognizes that captive supplies are 
used for more than market power.  Thus, there is a need 
for a cost and benefit assessment.
– Again, benefits greater than costs and this was a 

major objective of the 2007 LMMS.

Sort of a Wrap-Up

• There is and will be no unifying theory, model, or study 
of concentration that explains everything.

• There is and will be a lot of different work that looks at 
different aspects and issues regarding concentration.

• There will be new data and innovation in economic 
thinking resulting in more research.

• But some hard thinking and assessment will then be 
needed – maybe some democracy – regarding what the 
science says.

• And what we do today will impact our markets and our 
economy tomorrow…



Summary, Conclusions, and QuestionsSummary, Conclusions, and Questions

•• This issue is and has been important to the This issue is and has been important to the 
agricultural economics research community.agricultural economics research community.

•• The bottomThe bottom--line conclusions is that: market power is line conclusions is that: market power is 
present and modest.present and modest.

•• And, comparisons of benefits and costs find the And, comparisons of benefits and costs find the 
current industry structure is a net benefit current industry structure is a net benefit –– to to 
cattlemen.cattlemen.

•• What is good science?  And is science important for What is good science?  And is science important for 
determining what we do?determining what we do?

•• Proposed legislation persists & USDAProposed legislation persists & USDA--DOJ DOJ 
Competition Workshops are scheduled.Competition Workshops are scheduled.

•• I am grateful to be asked to speak at this meeting.I am grateful to be asked to speak at this meeting.


